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Setting the scene



The Mission of CERN

 Push back the frontiers of knowledge

E.g. the secrets of the Big Bang …what was the matter like 

within the first moments of the Universe’s existence?

 Develop new technologies for 
accelerators and detectors

Information technology - the Web and the GRID

Medicine - diagnosis and therapy

 Train scientists and engineers of 
tomorrow

 Unite people from different countries 
and cultures
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CERN: founded in 1954: 12 European States

“Science for Peace”

Today: 23 Member States

Member States: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, 
Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and 
United Kingdom 

Associate Members in the Pre-Stage to Membership: Cyprus, Slovenia

Associate Member States: India, Lithuania, Pakistan, Turkey, Ukraine

Applications for Membership or Associate Membership:
Brazil, Croatia, Estonia

Observers to Council: Japan, Russia, United States of America; 

European Union, JINR and UNESCO 

~ 2600 staff

~ 1800 other paid personnel

~ 14000 scientific users

Budget (2019) ~ 1200 MCHF



Science is getting more and more global



Science is getting more and more global



2010: a New Era in Fundamental Science

Exploration of a new energy frontier
in p-p and Pb-Pb collisions 

LHC ring:
27 km circumference

CMS

ALICE

LHCb

ATLAS



Discovery 2012, Nobel Prize in Physics 2013

The Nobel Prize in Physics 2013 was awarded jointly to François Englert

and Peter W. Higgs "for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that

contributes to our understanding of the origin of mass of subatomic

particles, and which recently was confirmed through the discovery of the

predicted fundamental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at

CERN's Large Hadron Collider”.



High Luminosity LHC until 2035

• Ten times more collisions than

the original design

Studies in progress:

Compact Linear Collider (CLIC)

• Linear e+e- collider √s up to 3 TeV

Future Circular Collider (FCC)

• New technology magnets 

100 TeV pp collisions in 100km ring

• e+e- collider (FCC-ee) as 1st step?

European Strategy for Particle Physics

• Preparing next update in 2020

Future of particle physics



KT Mission
Maximise the technological and knowledge 

return to society in particular through Member 

States industry

Promote CERN as a centre of excellence for 

technology and innovation

Demonstrate the importance and impact of 

fundamental research investments

Key concepts: Dissemination and Impact



Did you know?
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The impacts of CERN

First and foremost: the scientific results

Geopolitical impact

Direct economic impact

Technological know-how and innovation 
(knowledge transfer)
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Knowledge Transfer Channels

Through dedicated actions to foster the transfer 
of CERN’s technologies to other fields than HEP 
(very often with the involvement of industry in the 
CERN Member States)

Through technology intensive procurement 
contracts

Through people (very hard to quantify but 
extremely impactful for CERN)
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KT Strategy

KT

Society

Key 
Stakeholders

CERN 
Researchers

Promote

Engage with the outside

world (in particular

member states industry, 

institutes and KT 

representatives) to 

disseminate and 

maximize the impact of 

CERN’s knowledge on 

society

Promote to CERN’s

researchers the benefits

of KT for the Organization, 

identify new opportunities

and provide a high quality

and timely service

Communicate on 

CERN’s KT activities to 

key stakeholders (in 

particular to decision

makers in CERN’s

Member states)



From CERN 

Technologies …

… to Society
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How do we do KT at 

CERN





Who is who in KT



Communication & Marketing

New subscribers to the KT 

newsletter in 2018+ 45%

+ 147%
Increase in unique visitors to KT 

website since 2016

> 80k
Unique views of CERN’s article “First 
3D colour X-ray of a human using 
CERN technology.”

Sign up at kt.cern/newsletter

http://kt.cern/newsletter-subscribe


kt.cern 

http://kt.cern/


kt.cern/events



Discovery Days @ CERN

A programme dedicated to leading 
innovative companies within CERN 
Member States, which aims at 
identifying areas of potential scientific 
collaboration to support strategic 
innovation ambitions. 

Value propositions

What are the CERN competences that 
can be of value for companies in our 
Member States and which can not be 
easily found elsewhere?

Business Development



What exactly do we have which is interesting 
for industry and other partners?

In 2018 we have developed a set 
of slides for each one of CERN’s 
main fields of competence.

These have been presented and 
discussed with the KT Forum and 
can be found here:

Value Propositions

https://cernbox.cern.ch/index.php/s/8vyxln9xa8Z6n0s


How does success 

looks like (for us)?



“How can machine 

learning improve 

vaccine production?”

CERN - Sanofi



CERN-MEDICIS 

First medical isotopes 

produced 













#EuropeForCulture

X-ray eyes for cultural 

heritage - Medipix chip



(courtesy of MARS Bioimaging Ltd) 





Many thanks for your 

attention


